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MUST HAVE OWN CALCULATOR!
Daphne Woodward, who was due to take up the post of Branch Treasurerfrom January 1986, has, for domestic reasons, had to withdraw. PamThompson has very kindly agreed to continue for a few weeks. It is,however, a matter of some urgency that a new Treasurer be found. Anyoffers or suggestions should be sent to the Secretary, Anna Smart, RoyalNorthern College of Music, 124 Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9RD.

EDITORIAL
It is with some trepidation that I take up the editorial quill recently set down by CliffordBartlett. It is no easy task taking over from so long-standing an editor, especially onewho has contributed so individually to Brio. The President has already expressed theBranch's thanks to Clifford (in vol. 22 no. 1); but I must add my personal thanks for hisassistance during the transition.Looking back at the first issue of Brio in Spring 1964 - price lOs 6d (55p) for two issues -I reflected on some of the changes since then. That first issue contained three articles:on music collections in the West Midlands public libraries; on card catalogues at theBodleian library; and on American Music libraries. C. D. Batty was looking forward toBirmingham Public Library 'adopting a more positive role in the West Midlands musiclibrary world'. Our president-elect has had much to do with the fulfilment of that wish -and with your editor now also in Birmingham, the West Midlands seems well represented.An ambitious scheme of card-cataloguing at the Bodleian was outlined by MeredithMoon. With automated cataloguing systems, UKMARC, integrated cataloguing andissue systems, OPAC and a whole new jargon-ridden vocabulary to describe such things,the 5 x 3 catalogue card seems almost as remote as the 11-plus examination I was sittingat the time of Brio's launch. Christel Wallbaum's classified index of periodical articlesin 23 English-language music periodicals remained a regular feature of Brio for the firstten volumes. Given the continued tardiness of the major indexing journals, membersmay. feel that the re-instatement of this feature would be valuable. Comments please!There was only one review in that first issue - of the second edition of Currall'sGramophone record libraries. The expansion of the review section has been a notable featureof Brio in recent years, and we shall continue to review material of interest to the musiclibrarian. One thing has not changed: the need for material for publication in Brio.Alec Hyatt King said in his introduction to the first issue: '[We] will be glad to receivesuggestions for articles. We want to make Brio lively, varied, informative and progressive[...] So let us have your active support.' Just so!

Ian Ledsham
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THE BRODSKY ARCHIVE AT THE RNCM

Geoffrey Thomason
In February, the Royal Northern College of Music played host to a joint meeting of IAML(UK) andthe North West Branch of the Library Association's Local Studies Group. The subject of the meetingwas the role played by music in local studies collections. The following is a much edited version of thepaper which the author, representing IAML(UK), gave on the subject of the archival collections at theRIVCM, and the Adolph Brodsky Collection in particular.
The archival material at the Royal Northern College of Music is really a group ofcollections of varying significance, acquired at different periods of the college's history.The RNCM is still only 12 years old, but even during its short life it has receiveddonations of books and music formerly in the possession of Dame Eva Turner, LadyEvelyn Barbirolli, the conductor Jascha Horenstein, and the composer Richard Hall(best known as the teacher of the so-called 'Manchester school' which nurtured theyoung talents of Alexander Goehr, Harrison Birtwistle and Peter Maxwell Davies). Italso possesses some 50 of the surviving manuscripts of the composer Alan Rawsthorne,and in 1980 successfully bid at auction for nearly 80 letters of Sir Charles Halle.Mention of Halle, and indeed of Hall and Rawsthorne, reminds one that, even if theRNCM is a young institution, its illustrious predecessor, the Royal Manchester Collegeof Music, flourished for eighty years. Halle intended to call the institution the RoyalCollege of Music, Manchester, but complaints from Sir George Grove put a stop to that.A letter from Halle also thoroughly rejected the idea of a Royal Northern College - a factwhich seems to have gone unnoticed by those who named its successor.The RMCM possessed a good deal of material which it would have recognised ashaving archival value, as well as much more which has since acquired a similar statuswith the passage of time. The more ghoulish might like to know that the former categoryincludes, amongst other things, Chopin's death mask, a lock of Mendelssohn's hair, anda fragment of Beethoven's shroud. The college's adminstrative records, for which theRNCM library has some responsibility, would certainly fall into the second category.A dauntingly large amount of correspondence survives; so dauntingly large, in fact, thatwhen it was reshelved three years ago the shelves came away from the wall! Then thereare council minutes, minutes of committees and sub-committees, reports on students -some quite revealing - professors' attendance books and student registers. The latter,complete for the life of the college, make particularly fascinating reading since, becauseall new students signed in their own entry, they double as a kind of academic autographbook. Famous names emerge from the ranks of the undistinguished, although even theundistinguished provoke interesting sociological speculation, like the early influx ofwell-bred young ladies who came from Manchester's leafy suburbs to cultivate a littlepiano or singing as a social grace and who were promptly sent back whence they camewhen their minimum three terms had expired; or the large numbers of ex-servicemenwhose attendance was sponsored by the Ministry of Labour or Board of Education in theyears after the First World War. It would be possible to devote a whole paper to itemssuch as these, but the main substance of this article is to be that section of the archivesassociated with Adolph Brodsky.Born in Tagnarog, near Odessa, in 1851, Brodsky studied in Vienna and Moscowbefore taking up an assistant violin professorship at the Moscow Conservatoire. In 1881,he gave the first performance of Tchaikovsky's Violin concerto, the one thing with which

he is associated in the minds of those to whom his name is at all familiar. The concertohad been written for Leopold Auer who deemed it unplayable, and it was only afterovercoming considerable conservative opposition that the premiere was given in Viennaunder Hans Richter in December 1881. Tchaikovsky learned by heart Hanslick'sdamning criticism of that performance - 'if music could stink this is it' - but he remainedeternally grateful to Brodsky and continued to correspond with him.In the early 1880s, Brodsky became a professor at the Leipzig Conservatoire, aposition which brought him into contact with several other musicians of the day,including Brahms, Grieg, Hans von Biilow and the young Ethel Smyth. From Leipzighe moved to the United States to work with the New York Symphony Orchestra, butresigned after a quarrel with Walter Damrosch over employment of non-union players.He was in Berlin when he received a letter from Halle inviting him to succeed Willy Hessas leader of the Halle and the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestras and as professor ofviolin at the new college. Halle's letters show what the Council minutes don't: namelythat Halle told Brodsky a slightly altered version of the truth about Hess's resignation,offered him his post without consulting the Council, and then presented the whole affairas a fait accompli. This was in January 1895. Ten months later Halle was dead andBrodsky had succeeded him as principal of the two-year-old college. He stayed until hisdeath in January 1929.The Brodskys lived initially in a street very near to the college, and moved out to alarge suburban villa in Bowdon, Cheshire, in the first decade of the present century.This house still stands, as does that nearby in which lived Hans Richter during his yearsas conductor of the Halle orchestra, and where he played host to Bartok in 1904.Brodsky's wife Anna, author of a charming book about his early career, survived himby a mere nine months and, since they had no children, the house passed to Anna's sisterOlga, at one time loved unrequitedly by Christian Sinding, whose release from SovietRussia Brodsky had successfully negotiated in 1924. Olga lived to be a hundred, and onher death the house became the property of her son Leon. A bachelor, Leon Picardbecame in his later years something of a recluse, allowing the house to fall into a state ofextreme neglect. A party from the RMCM which entered the house in the 1950s founditems scattered willy-nilly across the floor, rotting food lying around uneaten, andevidence of vermin. Thomas Pitfield who, with his Russian speaking wife, was in thatparty, told the author last year that well-intentioned neighbours had arranged for thecorporation refuse department to move in and take all the junk they found lying aroundthe house to the nearest rubbish tip.When we consider what that junk included, we can only heave the most enormous sighof relief for the fact that the RMCM got there before the binmen did. Horrendous as itsounds, we would have lost for ever seventeen autograph letters of Tchaikovsky, three ofBrahms, twenty five of Elgar, some half dozen of Busoni, thirty five of Grieg and no lessthan one hundred from Nina Grieg to Anna Brodsky. Miscellaneous others includedexamples from Sinding, Halvorsen, Saint-Saens, Lab, Richter and Joachim. Therewere signed photographs of Brahms, Grieg, Elgar, Tchaikovsky and Liszt and manyother lesser composers and musicians making up a total somewhere in excess of twohundred. Concert programmes and press reviews, mostly from German newspapers ofthe 1880s were also numerous, and included a full set of programmes from the LeipzigGewandhaus concerts during the decade, covering such events as the premiere ofBrahms' G major string quintet. And of course there was a pile of personal materialrelevant to Brodsky and his wife and to life at the RMCM during his years as principal.All in all the collection totalled around one thousand items which the RMCM preventedfrom being recycled into paper bags, and which became the property of the RNCM after
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the demise of its predecessor. [Selected items from the collection which were displayed atthe session are listed as an appendix - Ed.]Such items are of immense importance on far more than a merely local, or evennational, level. As part of a much larger collection they constitute the tip of a musico-logical iceberg, and it is to be hoped that by describing them here interest will have beenaroused. Publicity is undoubtedly what this valuable collection needs most, so that it canbecome a major resource for scholarship at a variety of levels. Anything of this scopecannot afford to remain unknown to the researcher, or for that matter to the conser-vationist, even though this has been the case for many years.Fortunately things are slowly changing. Since the summer of 1981 the RNCM hasbeen involved in the task of going through the Brodsky collection item by item andcompiling a detailed record of its contents. Everything is being recorded in a cardcatalogue, which already contains about five hundred and fifty entries. Progress isnecessarily slow because everything has to be fitted into any spare time available - thereis no full time archivist. The fact that much of the material is not even in English meansthat time has to be spent deciphering and then translating letters. It is hoped that thiscatalogue will form an important contribution to a complete catalogue of all specialcollections at the RNCM, a project devised by Tony Hodges the librarian, and whichhas the support of the college's senior management. The arrival in the library last Aprilof a custom built integrated on-line system has given impetus to this project, raising thehope that the catalogue can eventually be transferred to and printed from a computeriseddatabase.

APPENDIX
Tchaikovsky
— A signed photograph of the composer, dating from 1891, and Brodsky's own set of parts for theviolin concerto containing his markings. These include suggested cuts and alterations.
— Programmes of the first Russian performance of the concerto (8.8.1882 OS) and the Britishpremiere with piano which predated it (27.4.1882).
— 4 autograph letters from the composer to Kupernik and Brodsky referring to the concerto.
— Programme for the first performance of the third string quartet (Leipzig 17.11.1888) by theBrodsky quartet.
Brahms
— A signed photograph offering Brodsky best wishes for his forthcoming journey (to the USA 1891?).
— Programme of the first performance of the string quintet op. 111 (Leipzig 11.4.1891) togetherwith a review from the Leipziger .Nachrichten of the concert.
— Autograph letter to Brodsky concerning the dynamic markings at the start of the first movement.An interesting letter, since it shows that Brahms himself acknowledged that the printeddynamics would have to be adjusted to enable the 'cello to be heard clearly against the otherfour strings.
Grieg
— Autograph violin part of the sonata for violin and piano in C minor op. 45, inscribed by thecomposer and presented to Brodsky during the former's visit to Manchester in 1897. Brodskyhad given the first performance in Leipzig (10.12.1887).

— Reconstruction of the correspondence concerning the above mentioned visit to Manchester,which was originally scheduled for 1896 but postponed owing to Nina Grieg's having to enterhospital, using autograph letters from Grieg now at the RNCM and photocopies of Brodsky'sletters to the composer now held by the public library at Bergen.
— Two signed photographs of Edvard and Nina Grieg, one from the Leipzig period, one dated1906, and a telegram from Nina Grieg to the Brodskys, announcing the death of her husbandin September 1907.
Elgar
— Signed and framed photograph of the composer.
— A photocopy of the letter sent by Brodsky to Elgar in April 1904 offering him the post of professorof harmony and composition at the RMCM, a post which Elgar declined to accept.
— Reconstruction of the correspondence concerning Elgar's string quartet, which he wrote forthe Brodsky quartet, using autograph letters now at the RNCM and photocopies of letters fromElgar to Brodsky now at Worcester public library.
— First violin part of the quartet with Elgar's handwritten dedication to the Brodsky quartet.
— Poster announcing the Viennese premiere of Elgar's violin concerto, given by Brodsky (5.1.1914).
— Review of a concert ( Jan. 1927) at which Brodsky played the concerto with the Halle orchestraconducted by the composer, and a letter from Elgar (17.9.1926) accepting and looking forwardto the engagement.
— Review of the above concert in the Manchester Guardian (21.1.1927).

Members ofThe Royal Society of Musicians1738 — 1984
compiled by

Betty Matthews

.̀... dates of birth and death, connection with the Society andprofessional activity of some two and a half thousand musicians ....Declaration of Trust 1739 .... Charter of 1790, and Pippa Drum-mond's article on the Society in the 18th century .... most useful toall interested in British musicians over the last quarter-millennium.'
Clifford Bartlett, Early Music News

256 pages, cloth-covered with illustrations, from:R.S.M., 10 Stratford Place, London WIN 9AE.Price £14, plus £2 postage & packing
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THOMAS TALUS AND OSBERT PARSLEY (DIED 1585)

Richard Turbet
Of all the composers from the Golden Age of English Music, the most loved - that is tosay, the one regarded with most affection - is Thomas Tallis. Others are regarded as insome ways better or more interesting composers: Taverner perhaps more suave, Sheppardmore scintillating, Whyte more correct; as for the subsequent generation, although mostof them were born before he died, Tanis composed neither verse anthems nor madrigals,so comparisons with the likes of Tomkins, Gibbons or Morley are not straightforward.But a particularly clear guide to Tallis's stature is to compare it with that of his pupilByrd. In a recent article (see below) I drew attention to two points. The first was that,although Byrd was acknowledged the greater composer, there are many who prefer themusic of Tallis for its narrower but quintessentially English range of qualities. The secondwas the tendency of many modern composers to write pieces based on the music of Tallisbut not of Byrd; these pieces are not arrangements but are independent creations usingTallis as their inspiration. Throughout British music, apart from a few works of Handeland the English musical renaissance, no single piece attracts more excitement thanTallis's gigantic Spem in alium, few are performed as often as his Lamentations, even fewerearly keyboard works are held in greater awe than his two settings of Felix namque, andseldom has a rediscovered work taken off as rapidly as his mass in seven parts Puer natusest nobis. The present contribution to the quatercentenary of his death, his date of birthstill being unknown, is essentially an expansion and updating of bibliographical infor-mation in the New Grove, with a selective critical discography. Its purpose, let it be clearlystated, is to bring Tallis and his music to people's attention, not merely to be an exercisein music bibliography. The same is true, on a necessarily smaller scale, of his neglectedcontemporary Osbert Parsley, whose ability, for all his small surviving output, seems todeserve more than the concluding paragraph allotted to him here.
Bibliography 1980-85 (with supplement to 1980)
ANDERTON, H. Orsmond "Thomas Tallys." Musical opinion 37 (1914): pp. 282-83.
HUGHES, Anselm "Thomas Tanis." The listener 42 (1949): p. 924.
SHAW, Watkins From Tallis to Tomkins: a survey of church music c. 1550-c. 1650. London:Oxford University Press, 1954 (Church Music Society occasional papers, no. 22.)
PILGRIM, Jack "Tallis' Lamentations and the English cadence." Musical review 20(1959): pp. 1-6.
MORONEY, Michael Davitt Under fower sovereygnes: Thomas Tanis and the transformation ofEnglish polyphony. Dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1980.
RAPSON, Penelope R. A technique for identibing textual errors and its application to the sourcesof music by Thomas Tallis. Dissertation, University of Oxford, 1981.
STEVENS, Denis "A songe of fortie partes, made by Mr. Tallys." Early music 10 (1982):pp. 171-81.
TURBET, Richard "Tan and Byrd." Musical opinion 106 (1983): p. 301.
PIKE, Lionel "Tanis - Vaughan Williams - Howells: reflections on mode three."Tempo 149 (1984): pp. 2-13.

WOODWARD, Daphne "Thomas Tallis, c. 1505-1585." In Essex composers. Chelmsford:Essex Libraries, 1985, pp. 5-9.MILSOM, John "A new Tallis contrafactum" Musical Times 123 (1982): pp. 429-31.MILSOM, John "A Tanis fantasia" Musical Times 126 (1985): pp. 658-62.VANN, Stanley "Thomas Tallis" Organist's Review 70 (1985).WARD JONES, Peter Musical anniversaries 1985: thirteen composers from Tallis to Berg: anexhibition at the Bodleian Library, October-December 1985 Oxford: Bodleian Library, 1985.
For all Tallis's ageless popularity, it remains distressingly true that over the years fewarticles have been written about him. In the bibliography that concludes Paul Doe'sarticle about him in the New Grove, fewer than a quarter of the 45 items either haveTallis's name in the title or are devoted to him. (In view of the justifiably large amount ofmaterial available about the likes of Josquin or Schutz, the quantity dedicated to Tallisand his contemporaries, and indeed to all British composers until Purcell, is inadequate;why, for instance, has there never been a conference devoted to Tallis, or to Byrd,Taverner, Dowland, Morley, even to a grouping of any British composers from Dunstableto Blow?) Since there was so little in the first place for Doe to include in his bibliography,not much has been omitted. Nevertheless, a few points of interest emerge from thosearticles which he excluded. Anderton's article of 1914 is one of a series about Tudorcomposers some of whose anthems Granville Bantock was in the process of editing forCurwen. Despite Anderton's vagueness, inaccuracies and crass opinions about theperformance of Tallis's music, his article is uniquely interesting in its description of thesix performances of Spem in alium that were known to have taken place during the nine-teenth century. Hughes' article, an introduction to a broadcast of Tallis's Lamentations,provides the date of their first known modern performance. Despite the appearance ofTallis's name in the title of Shaw's famous survey of the extent to which Tudor music wasbeing sung in English cathedrals, 1950-1, there are few references to him, and thecomposer most comprehensively treated is Byrd. The content of Pilgrim's article is clearfrom its title. The article by Whittaker in Doe's bibliography may also be found in Thedominant 2 (1929): pp. 40-42.Turning to the items which have been published since the New Grove the first two aredoctoral theses. It is devoutly to be hoped that Moroney's will be published, as there is aneed for such a substantial and intense study of Tallis's development and influence(especially on Byrd). Rapson merely uses "the sources of much of Tallis's Latin music"to present "a technique which is designed to assist the editor in identifying textual errorsin musical sources". Stevens' article gives an account of the possible circumstances underwhich Spem in alium was composed; this followed a lively correspondence in Musical Times122 (1981) begun by Elizabeth Roche (p. 85) and continued by Ralph Leavis (p. 230),Doe and Hugh Keyte (p. 366), Stevens (p. 444) and Leavis again (p. 589). Turbet'sarticle has already been mentioned, and Pike reflects on some music of this centuryinspired by Tallis. Vann's article is a general introduction to Tallis's church music,containing some valuable insights from a practitioner of long standing, but also somestatements which recent research has rendered erroneous. Milsom's 1985 article revealsthat Tallis's famous 0 sacrum convivium from the 1575 Cantiones sacrae was first composednot as an anthem, as recent scholars have suggested, but as an instrumental fantasia. Inhis 1982 article, Milsom announces the discovery of a contrafactum where English wordshave been added to a surviving fragment of Tallis's Gaude gloriosa. Unfortunately theprinted example contains a plausible but misleading error in the very first word of theunderlay.
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Works
Elizabethan consort music: I, edited by Paul Doe. London: Stainer and Bell, 1979. (MusicaBritannica, vol. 44).
TALUS, Thomas. [Mass] Puer natus est nobis, rev. ed., reconstructed and edited by SallyDunkley and David Wulstan. Oxford: Oxenford Imprint, 1980.
In respect of collected editions, the only area in which there has been an advance sincethe publication of the New Grove is that of consort music. All three of Tallis's survivingworks have been published in MB 44: the two In nomine quartets are numbers 23 and 24and A soiling song a 5 is number 36. Doe prints the spurious fifth part ("IV") to number 24.Excluded are the items which he guessed were extracts for instrumental use from pre-sumably vocal compositions now lost: these amount to numbers 104-6 from the list ofTallis's works appended to the first edition of his monograph Tallis (London: OxfordUniversity Press, 1968) and number 99 from the second (1976, both volume 4 of Oxfordstudies of composers).One other advance has been the publication of the mass a 7 Puer flatus est nobis whichreconstructs the entire work with the exception of the majority of the Credo, which is stillmissing despite the recent rediscovery of enough of the rest of the mass to permit thereconstruction essayed here. This merely goes to emphasize the absence ofa new collectededition of Tallis's Latin church music since the admirable but antiquated Tudor ChurchMusic volume 6 of sixty years ago.
Discography
This section is intended to be a guide to the best recordings of Tallis's music. Some of theseare deleted, but should still be available within libraries or collections, or, if purchase isconsidered, through specialist dealers.The "doyen" of Tallis recordings is the one now entitled Some splendours of Tudor churchmusic (Contour CC 7591). Although this classic by the Choir of St John's College,Cambridge, conducted by George Guest, was made in 1961, this is its third incarnationand it is still as fresh as ever. One side is devoted to Weelkes (whose Nunc dimittis is fromhis Service number 8, not from number 5 "In medio chori" as the sleeve note still claimsafter over twenty years). Unique on the side devoted to Tallis is the performance of hisisolated Te Deum a 5. This was composed relatively early in the existence of the Churchof England, and its lyrical and restrained nobility illustrates the extent to which Tallisencapsulated and exemplified the Anglican musical idiom for succeeding centuries. Theside also contains In jejunio et fletu from the collection of Cantiones sacrae that Tallispublished jointly with his then precocious pupil, Byrd, in 1575, and Audivi vocem, arespond which survives only in manuscript.Twenty years later the same choir devoted another side of a record to Tallis, this timea single work, the mass a 5 Salve intemerata (ASV DCA 151). This was an act of mercy, asit replaced a horrible version by a histrionic adult choir, whose sole recommendationwas that it was recorded in Waltham Abbey, Essex (not, pace Hughes, Hertfordshire)from which Tallis was pensioned off at the Reformation. If not Tallis at his mostexpansive, this mass contains many passages to admire, none more so than the one formale voices at the second appearance of the words "miserere nobis" in the Agnus Dei.The other side contains the mass Western wind by Tallis's younger contemporary JohnSheppard.Tallis's mass is based on his own antiphon of the same name. This has been recordedby Psallite, conducted by Grahame O'Reilly, on a casette Music of religious upheaval in

Tudor England (Libra LRS 127). It is rewarding to hear how Tallis exploits his material,often extracting blocks rather than mere melodic lines. The rest of the tape containsmusic by Byrd and Gibbons.Not to be outdone by their near neighbours, the Choir of King's College, Cambridge,conducted by David Willcocks, produced what many regard as the two finest recordingsever made of music by Tanis. They are available as a set Tallis from King's (Argo ZK 30)and volume one has just been released separately (411 722-1ZM). This is the issue thatcontains Spem in alium for whose forty parts the forces of the Cambridge UniversityMusical Society and an organ bass (historically justifiable) were enlisted. The rest ofthe record consists mainly of motets from the 1575 Cantiones sacrae. The other half of thepair contains both sets of Lamentations on one side, and on the other, two long motets frommanuscript, Videte miraculum and Sancte Deus and the organ Lesson. The singing is leisurelyand expansive, taking the college chapel's acoustics into account, but the interpretationsare deceptively penetrating.A radically different reading of the Lamentations may be found on HMV CSD 3779 bythe King's Singers. The surprisingly affecting sonority achieved by the use of twocountertenors on the uppermost part with single voices to the other four parts compen-sates for the lack of spirituality in this brisk, clean version. The reverse side consists ofan adventurous selection of motets by Byrd. Before leaving the Lamentations, it is necessaryto mention the famous rendition by the Deller Consort (Harmonia Mundi HM 208 onthe most recent of its innumerable manifestations). It will perfectly satisfy those who aretolerant of the ensemble's idiosyncracies when it was under the direction of the lateAlfred Deller.The alternative version of Spem in alium is on Glories of Tudor church music (Classics forPleasure CFP 40069) sung by a very augmented Clerkes of Oxenford conducted byDavid Wulstan. The entire record is devoted to Tallis, and beside an evanescent per-formance of Spem in alium sung unaccompanied at high pitch, one voice to a part, thereis a mixture of motets, anthems and organ music, by no means all of which comes oversuccessfully. The anthems are recorded at too low a level for their judicious interpret-ations to register, while the singing of the first set of Lamentations (the second is absent)and the long antiphon Gaude gloriosa is driven too hard. Only the seven-part Loquebanturexhibits a balance between technique and interpretation.Appreciably better is their record of the seven-part mass Puer natus est nobis (CalliopeCAL 1623) plus Susci pe quaeso, also in seven parts, from the 1575 Cantiones sacrae, and amanuscript setting of Salvator mundi. Features of a warm and responsive performance ofthe mass are the kaleidoscopic Gloria and a mesmerizingly sustained Agnus Dei. Thisversion is preferable to the one by the Choir of King's College, Cambridge, conducted byPhilip Ledger (HMV ASD 4285), not only because it is sung better than the brittleCambridge performance, but more importantly because it includes the concludingsection of the Credo (all that survives) which King's ignore. On the reverse of this newerKing's recording, the Lamentations are taken faster than the earlier version, and there aresome shorter items as makeweights.There has only been one recording of Tallis's other surviving mass, which is in fourparts. The performance by New York Pro Musica conducted by Noah Greenberg(Decca DL 79404) uses viols instead of voices for some passages. It is a shame that thiswas done, apparently to prove a musicological point, for the only recorded version. Theresult is contrived and does nothing to enhance the music, which represents Tallis at hismost austere. There is no such fiddling with the Lamentations on the reverse of an undis-tinguished album.
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The absence of a good version of the mass a. 4 makes it all the more unfortunate thatthe projected recording of all Tallis's choral works by the Tallis Scholars did not progressbeyond volume 1 (Cadenza UACL 10006). This contains a selection of Tallis's Latinand English works, best investigated for the nine tunes that Tallis contributed toParker's psalter, 1567. On page 58 of his book about Tallis (first edition, see above)Doe lists the six of these that are included in The English hymnal: it was the third on whichVaughan Williams based his Fantasia.If it has seemed so far that the Cambridge colleges have the monopoly of Tanisrecordings, the balance is restored by the Choir of New College, Oxford, in two recentreleases under their conductor Edward Higginbottom. On New College, Oxford 1379-1979(CRD 1072) they sing five motets on a recording otherwise devoted to Taverner. This isthe equal of the best singing of Tudor church music on disc. The audibility of all parts,their blend, and the decorum of the interpretations are revelatory, Audivi vocem and0 sacrum convivium most auspiciously so. A subsequent record devoted to Tallis in thequatercentenary of his death (CRD 1129) approaches this standard. The long Gaudegloriosa, taken at a smart pace, sounds less self-consciously brisk than when sung by theClerkes of Oxenford, and although some tempos in other items are joltingly faster thanthose in the same pieces on the first King's album, no detail of Tallis's thickly textured,often melancholy mosaics is sacrificed. All the items come from the 1575 Cantiones sacraeexcept Gaude gloriosa and the evening canticles composed for the 1560 Latin translationof the Book of Common Prayer, for use where Latin would be "understanded of the people".No substantial area of Tallis's church music lacks a recording, but some of it exists onrecords of limited distribution. For example, his Short Service, one of the most cited andperformed works in the Anglican repertory, besides being one of the most influential, hasnine sections, but the two of these that have been recorded are only available on theexcellent Two Evensongs from Keble by Cantores Medicini (CM 4) made as a fund raiserfor the Keble College [Oxford] Appeal in the early seventies. Another problem is theproliferation of versions of a small number of individual pieces while others equallyworthwhile languish unattempted. It is almost a matter of remark if a cathedral an-thology manages to avoid either If ye love me or, to a lesser extent, 0 nata lux, a hymn fromthe 1575 Cantiones sacrae (from among dozens I recommend the version by WakefieldCathedral Choir on Abbey LPB 776).Encouragingly, as I write, there is word of a new record devoted to Tallis by ProCantione Antigua, including Spem in alium, and of another by the Tallis Scholars, so atleast on disc the quatercentenary will have served its purpose in advancing the cause ofTallis's music.Tallis's keyboard music is also well served by discs, although only one record notmentioned already contains anything of significance: Alan Cuckston's engaginglyentitled Gigges and dompes and other keyborde musicke (RCA VICS 1693), on which he playsthe first of Tallis's two huge settings of Felix namque from the Fitzwilliam virginal book;we are still waiting for somebody to attempt the second. Cuckston's technique is fullyup to the formidable rhythmic, figurative and interpretative demands of Tallis's con-ception, on an anthology also containing music by Byrd, Richard Farnaby, Aston andHandel. Of the albums already mentioned, there are good selections of Tallis's organmusic on ZK 30 (King's College), CFP 40069 (Clerkes of Oxenford), CC 7591 and DCA511 (St John's) and LRS 127 (Psallite); also, duplicating three items from these, the BISanthology Tallis to Wesley by Hans Fagius (LP 141). It remains to mention TrevorPinnock's rendering on the virginals of the keyboard transcription from the Mulliner bookof Tallis's song 0 ye tender babes (CRD 1050).

Osbert Parsley (c. 1511-1585)
No new articles about Osbert Parsley have been published since those listed in theNew Grove, though it may be worth mentioning that the introduction to volume 10 ofTudor church music (1929), in which his music appears, has been reprinted as chapter 9in a book containing all the introductions by Percy Buck and others from the volumes ofTCM (Short biographical notes and descriptions of manuscript sources for the Tudor English churchmusic series, New York: Kalmus, 1973).All Parsley's chamber music has again been published, this time in volume 44 ofMusica Britannica (see above). The only notable difference from the edition listed in theNew Grove is that MB 44 used the tenor clef where appropriate, though there are slightvariations in editorial practice in respect of accidentals. Numberings of individual piecesin the new edition are as folows: Salvator mundi (3), In nomine land 11 (16 and 17), The songupon the dial (44), Spes nostra (45), In nomine 111 (55). Omitted from the .New Grove is the factthat Parsley's only surviving anthem This is the day is published anonymously as thesecond of Two sixteenth-century anthems edited by Maurice Bevan, London: OxfordUniversity Press, 1962 (Oxford anthems, A173).There are two recordings of music by Parsley, both of which are of his Lamentations.The one by Pro Cantione Antigua, conducted by Bruno Turner, on Muzik der Tudor-Zeit(Harmonia Mundi 25 22065-6) has one male voice to a part and, though meticulouslypresented, seems rather severe. Utterly different is the approach of the RenaissanceGroup of the University of St Andrews, conducted by Douglas Gifford, on Music of lightand shadow (Alpha APS 337). This is a large and disciplined mixed choir whose tone iswarm without becoming slushy. Although with a choir of about forty, intonation is lessstable than the relentless perfection of Pro Cantione Antigua, none of the tensionscreated by Parsley's angular polyphony are submerged. It is a fitting tribute to Parsleythat his best-known work should occasion two recorded versions of such variety butequal integrity.

BIBLIOGRAPHY COMMISSION: Project Group on Archives
This project group was set up at the Como conference in 1984 to survey archivalactivities in music on an international basis; to find models of archival finding aids anddirectories of national archival holdings; and to publish in Fontes articles useful to musiclibrarians on the processing, cataloguing and preservation of music archives. I became amember of the group at the recent Berlin conference: in practical terms this means that Ihave assumed responsibility for preparing a U.K. national report to be presented inStockholm next August. I shall be writing to colleagues for information and assistancebut would like to say from the outset that I would welcome news of existing directories,bibliographies or handlists of music archives.I believe this international project is important in its own right but I hope that it willact as a stimulus to a study of music archives in Britain, and eventually to the publicationof a detailed descriptive catalogue of music archival collections (including those ofperformance organisations and of religious houses, to name but two of what I suspect areneglected areas).All comments and suggestions will be welcome. Please write to me at:Arundell House, Tisbury, Salibury, SP3 6QU John May
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ANNUAL SURVEY OF MUSIC LIBRARIES

Celia J. Prescott
This short article concerning the 1985 Annual Survey of Music Libraries is not intendedto be a synopsis of the final report, nor a preview of the forthcoming publication'scomments, but rather a descriptive guide to what it is, intended to generate an enthusiasmand impatience towards the final published version!Last year, 1984, the UK branch was able to publish for the first time a wide range ofinformation relating to the condition of music library services, based upon a questionnairesent out to 280 libraries and the resulting 145 returns. As a starting point for the 1985study, all libraries who were sent questionnaires last year, were again circulated thisyear, plus one other library, the British Library's Music Manuscripts Division.Local authority, academic, national and special libraries in the United Kingdom areincluded in the Survey and the replies this year are as follows:

Local authority 96Academic 4 6National 2Special 2
The statistical tables however will reveal more returns, due to the fact that the BritishLibrary is represented in four separate returns (Lending Division, Reference Division,Music Manuscripts and the National Sound Archive), and Glasgow in two returns(Lending Services and the Mitchell Reference Library); the libraries of the universitiesof Cambridge, London and Oxford also have an entry for each service point. A few otherlibraries sent in multiple returns as well, such as Westminster where one reply related tothe Central Music Library, and the other to the three main service points offering soundrecordings, but these have all been amalgamated into one representation with appropri-ate explanation of the service points to which the statistical details relate.A further analysis of the returns reveals 49 'new' libraries who appear in the Survey,the remaining 97 having sent in returns both years. This means that there are 48 librarieswho replied to the questionnaire in 1984 but not in 1985, and a further 83 libraries whohave not replied in either year, including two major English music libraries. The totalnumber of replies from libraries this year is 151, including 5 uncompleted questionnairesdue to "do not run music library", "no longer have a separate music library", "discon-tinued as an economy measure" and "music inseparable from a fully integrated system".The presentation and format of the 1985 Survey is slightly different to that of 1984.The report remains A4 size but will be spiral bound and printed on both sides of thepaper to give a larger spread. In order to facilitate reading, the names of libraries will beindicated alongside the actual statistics in the tables, similar to the way in which CIPFApresent their Public Library Statistics.The 1985 Annual Survey of Music Libraries is in two main sections, the first consistingof text and the second statistical data. The text is basically a commentary on thestatistical returns, containing an analysis of the current situation, that is an assessment ofthe condition of music library services, together with a comparison of the 1984 and 1985situation, highlighting any changes that have taken place. It would be impossible toidentify trends on the basis of information covering only two years, but the continuationof this Survey on an annual basis should eventually enable this section to become morethan just an indication.

The remainder of the report accommodates the statistical tables which this yearinclude additional information, notably binding costs. Libraries appear in four categor-ies - local authority, academic (including universities, polytechnics, colleges of highereducation and colleges of music), national and special. The questionnaire asked librariesto submit data relating to the year 1984-85, that is the last year and not the current year,and this is recorded under the following headings in the report:
Details relate to: (service points included)
Population served: (a few academic libraries provided separate figures relating to staff,students and outside users, but these are included as one figure)
Financial/Statistical year ends: (only one library's financial and statistical year differed)
Opening hours per week: (it was not always possible to specify these in the case of returnswhich covered all service points. In the case of academic libraries, both term and vacationopening hours are given where provided)
Staff - Professional/Clerical (numbers refer to full-time equivalents). Grade/Salary ofMusic Librarian (or more accurately, person(s) chiefly responsible for music provision).Other staff functions (Yes or No indicated in tables - details in notes)
Expenditure - printed music/books on music/recorded music/orchestral and vocal sets/binding/total (some libraries were able to categorise their figures accordingly, but manyexpenditure figures related to more than one type of material - details in notes)
Music stocks - additions during year and stock at end of year of printed music/books onmusic/recorded music/microforms (again, figures often related to more than one heading -details in notes);. total loan stock/total reference stock, periodicals (live subscriptions andtitles kept)
Music loans - printed music (may or may not include books on music - revelations bylibraries included in notes); recorded music
Charges - recorded music (whether self financing and rate of charge; loan period indicatedwhere supplied; no charge also indicated); orchestral and vocal sets (whether self financingand rate of charge); charges for other services (Yes or No indicated - details in notes)

The notes section is arranged by library so that all information relating to one individuallibrary is in one place. An asterisk in the statistical tables indicates an entry in the notessection, thus enabling a particular statistic to be clarified. Conclusions and comparisonscannot easily be made about libraries of varying characteristics and the notes sectionhelps set the statistical information in context.Finally, in the report, there is an appendix detailing libraries who returned completedquestionnaires, their address together with names of their Principal Officer and MusicLibrarian (or person responsible for music provision).The title of the report includes the term 'Music Libraries' and this may need somequalification - the term encompasses all libraries offering some level of music provision,regardless of whether this provision is confined to one department or service point.Many libraries made observations and suggestions when returning their questionnairesand feedback is welcome, preferably in the form of completed questionnaires. So comeon all you libraries who have not replied at all yet - please send a reply in 1986!
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REVIEWS

Baker's biographical dictionary of musicians seventh edition, revised by Nicolas Slonimsky.New York: Schirmer, 1984/Oxford U.P. [1985]. 2577pp £95.00 (£125 from Jan. 1986).ISBN 0 19 311335 X
When asked for a recommendation for a muscial dictionary by those whose needs areprimarily biographical, I have, for the last 20 years, unhesitatingly said 'Baker'. Thestandard of accuracy is high, and the range of names included is vast. This latest edition,which again has Slonimsky sleuthing after births and deaths, with help from otherbiographical pedants, maintains the expected standard. Attempts to look specifically forthe good and bad features are a less reliable way of evaluating than lengthy and constantuse; but in general, I have found it providing the information I expect.Its selection of librarians includes Cudworth, Squire and King (but not Smith andNeighbour), Sonneck and Spivacke: I haven't noticed an entry for any other than Lesurestill in office! Having looked up King, I tried a few others from our old school (Dulwich,not, as printed, Culwich College): Mitchell and Westrup are there, but not AlanHacker, who seems to me far more important than, to take an example from the page atwhich the dictionary happens to fall open, John Brecknock, an English tenor a couple ofyears older than Hacker. Thinking of Hacker led me on to check other early musicperformers: the expected conductors and ensemble directors are there (Gardiner,Hogwood, Munrow, Parrott, Pinnock, Rooley, Tyler, but not Norrington), but notmany players. Kirkby and Nelson are there, but not the lower voices. Arnold Dolmetschgets a whole column; it is odd that his son Carl is described as French.As a check on American coverage, I used the composers featured in John Rockwell'sAll American music as sample. Of the 18 names, David Behrman, Max Neuhaus, WalterMurch and Eddie Palmieri were missing. Slonimsky often begins his entries with acommendatory adjective: this sample gave 'noted' (Krenek), 'outstanding' (Carter),'remarkable' (Del Tredici and Glass), 'seeded [?!] (Anderson), 'brilliant' (Sondheim),while the following were not worthy of such distinction: Babbitt, Cage, Shapey, Rzewski,Ashley, Jarrett and Coleman (whose 'black' has a different function). While theseadjectives are a test of Slonimsky's ingenuity, they do not add anything of value to thedictionary. Does it help to be told that Andrew Davis is an English conductor, but ColinDavis is an eminent English conductor?How about the details of the individual entries? Since I have just read the CUPHandbook on The Turn of the Screw, I turned to Britten. The heading could confuse:'Britten, Lord Benjamin' - nothing to distinguish Christian name from title, or toindicate how to refer to him. Slonimsky is always pedantic about recording honoursBritish composers have received, so his C.H. and O.M. are mentioned at the end of thebiography: but are they of any great importance in an international dictionary wherespace is at a premium? Writing of a ̀symphon. work which he named Simple Symphony' ispleonastic. Are that and the Fantasy Quartet the only pre-war works of importance: noothers are mentioned (except, of course, in the full list of works). In fact, the next piecenamed is The Turn of the Screw, with no indication in the narrative that it came almost adecade after Peter Grimes; do the cries of the seagull in it 'create a fantastic quasi-surrealistic imagery'? It is odd to have a sentence which mentions the church parablesbefore Noye's Fludde. In fact, the reader of the article gets no sense of chronology, and thatis not easily remedied from the work lists, which are only chronological within thevarious categories. These are, however, remarkably thorough for such a dictionary.

1

Most of the recently published early works are included (but not Tit for Tat); Americanpremieres of the operas are given as well as the first performance place and date. Thebibliography is thorough, except that the author's name is omitted for Peter Evans' TheMusic of Benjamin Britten (1979).The work list for Britten is just about manageable; I would hate to have to use those forBach or Mozart. It is, however, useful to have the Bach Cantatas listed with date of firstperformance (as far as is known), and the Mozart list gives both first and sixth editionKochel numbers. A problem with entries for earlier composers is that, although newbibliographical information has been added, earlier, now superfluous, references havenot been deleted. For renaissance composers, undue stress is placed on works whichhappened to have early editions. This applies particularly to the article on Josquin DesPrez (listed here under Des Prez): a simple list of works would have been better. Oneeditor of his collected works (no reference to the forthcoming replacement, incidentally)is mis-spelt, though he appears correctly in the bibliography. That omits Sparks book onBauldewijn, so the Da pacem mass is still ascribed to Josquin.The dictionary is, of course, distinguished by Slonimsky's inimitable linguistic style,seen at its best (or worst, depending on the reader's taste) in the article on himself; that onHans Keller is also characteristic. There is a new preface, in the manner of that to thesixth edition, which is also included. With all its idiosyncracies, this is a fascinating book,as up-to-date as can be expected (though the new dates for A. Gabrieli, c.1533-85, havebeen missed). lam not so sure, though, whether the continual expansion in size and priceis necessary. There does seem to be a considerable amount of dead-wood here: biogra-phies of now-obscure figures which might be abbreviated to birth and death dates with areference to previous editions. Apart from the price, the dictionary is about as heavy as asingle volume can comfortably get, and I wonder how long even my carefully-used copywill last before falling out of its binding: library copies will wear out long before theeighth edition appears. A rethink will be necessary for that, which presumably will needa new editor, unless Slonimsky's longevity rivals that of Sir Robert Mayer, who issurprisingly omitted, though there is an entry for Frederick Christian Mayer, anAmerican organist who died in a car accident while driving from Florida to California atthe age of 91: Slonimsky's eye for the curious detail encourages browsing! It is anachievement to produce so invaluable a reference work with so distinctive a personality.
Clifford Bartlett

Reinhard Strohm Music in late medieval Bruges. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985. 273pp£20.00 ISBN 0 19 316327 6
Reinhard Strohm has produced here a vibrant and colourful picture of a musical citywhose significance and influence has often been underestimated in the past. He sets thescene in an introductory chapter (imaginatively entitled ̀Townscape - Soundscape'),in which he describes the musical life of the town in the context of daily activities,religious festivals and civic occasions. Subsequent chapters explore the various musicalactivities in more detail, looking in turn at the churches, the convents and confraternities,the duties of the city's minstrels, and Bruges' relationship with the Burgundian court.The book is the fruit of painstakingly detailed research into archival sources whichinclude account books of the city and of its churches; chapter minutes; inventories; choirlists and confraternity records; and an anonymous chronicle. Strohm uses the informationthus gleaned to give a very readable account of the musicians' lives, concentrating ontheir work and their movements between different churches and towns, but also some-
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times pausing to allude to their private lives - and to their misdemeanours.The reader is left in no doubt as to the central position occupied by music in bothsacred and secular spheres; ample evidence lies in the numbers of manuscripts produced;the many endowments for masses and other services, where attendance by musicians isspecified; and the accounts of banquets, processions and other festivities.In the closing chapter, Strohm turns to a detailed discussion of the musical repertory,identifying a number of pieces that have clear or probable links with Bruges. Amongstthe manuscripts mentioned, is Strohm's own discovery - the Lucca Choirbook. Thisfragmentary fifteenth-century source has spent most of its life in Italy, but has strongBruges connections.In his preface, Strohm admits that he originally intended to write a monograph aboutthe Lucca manuscript, but that his editors persuaded him to concentrate on its musicalbackground. He has been able to examine the contents of the manuscript quite closely,comparing them with other pieces, and including an inventory as an appendix, but theearlier chapters provide a good balance, and will make the book attractive to a widerreadership. Having said this, it is still very much a book for universities or well-informedenthusiasts of the mediaeval period.The body of the book is supported by a substantial bibliography and extensive notes.Two useful appendices contain a list of musicians employed in Bruges churches up to1510, and musical examples from the manuscripts discussed in Chapter 6. Items aregiven in their entirety, which means that they could be performed in seminars, or playedthrough by an interested reader.In short, this is an interestingly-written book by an established scholar. Avid readers ofBrio book reviews will note that the book comes from the same publisher as Lockwood'sMusic in renaissance Ferrara 1400-1505, which was enthusiastically reviewed in the lastissue (Vol. 22, no. 1). Clarendon's editors are clearly commissioning very good books!

Karen E Manley
HOndel-Handbuch 2. Thematisch-systematisches Verzeichnis: Oratorische Werke, Vokale Kammer-musik, Kirchenmusik von Bernd Baselt. Barenreiter, 1984 800pp £99.75 ISBN 3 7618 0715 5
I wrote about the first volume in this series six years ago in Brio 16/2. There has been onemajor change of plan since then: the bibliography will be vol. 5, vol. 4 being devoted todocuments (presumably an augmented Deutsch in that language!) Much of what Iwrote then applies to this volume. In some ways this is the wrong time to be producing anequivalent for Handel to Kochel, Schmieder and Deutsch. Work on the dating andrelating of the manuscripts, both autograph and those by early copyists, is now proceed-ing industriously and productively; this has enabled a certain number of floating worksto be placed more precisely, and alternative versions to be more closely studied anddated. Cooperation between British scholars (who are on the spot as far as most of themanuscript sources are concerned) and those of East Germany has not always been high.One hopes that one result of the Handel Conference this summer (at which Baseltimpressed - he didn'eat all fit the stereotype I had of the socialist, Germanic scholar) willbe much closer links between Handelians.HWV numbers have been resisted here until this year, when the record companiesstarted to use them quite widely. The biggest problem with them is in the instrumentalworks: apart from the faulty basis of allocation of numbers, some have changed sincetheir listing in Handel-jahrbuch 1979 (see Brio 20/2, p. 54-5). There are no such problemsin this volume: the only change is minor. Previously HWV 228 comprised 31 English

songs; these have now been reduced to 24. It would have been useful to have had a list ofwords added to instrumental tunes; perhaps that will be in vol. 3. I expressed a hope inmy previous review that the numbering of movements within the oratorios wouldpreserve the familiar numberings of the Novello vocal scores: Winton Dean's Handel'sdramatic oratorios and masques is unreadable without knowledge of the Novello numbering,and I suspect that most sets of performing material are thus numbered and that scholarswill have pencilled them into their scores. Alas, Baselt renumbers the oratorio move-ments; so there is no quick way to refer to recitatives, and relating his references (such ashis lists of borrowings) to our scores will be slow.The volume contains several groups of works. The oratorios are arranged chronologi-cally, beginning with the 1707 Trionfo, to which the 1737 version is linked (HWV 46a &46b), and ending with the 1757 Triumph (HWV 71). The 1732 versions ofAcis and Estherare listed in full (HWV 49b & 50b). The two Serenades, Aci Galatea e Polifemo andParnasso in Festa (HWV 72 & 73) are listed separately, then the three odes. The cantatasfollow in a single alphabetical sequence (HWV 77-177), then the Italian duets (HWV178-199) and trios (HWV 200-1). Other songs include the 9 Brockes settings generallycalled Deutsche Arien (HWV 202-210) and a mixture of Italian, English and French songs(HWV 211-227), plus the aforementioned miscellaneous English songs (HWV 228)- usefully grouped together, so that any subsequent changes to this dubious area can bemade without affecting the whole numbering system. The church music begins with 7lost Halle cantatas, listed under HWV 229, and various Latin and Italian works (HWV230-245): fortunately, there is a number for the newly-discovered Te decus virgineum(HWV 243: that seems to be the correct spelling, not that of Baselt or New Grove), avindication of the sensible policy of including entries for works known to have existed.The Chandos Anthems appear in their Chrysander order (HWV 246-257), though withalternative versions (e.g. the four of As pants the hart, HWV 291) in chronological order,not as Chrysander. These are followed by the Coronation Anthems (HWV 258-261) andother anthems (Wedding, Funeral, Dettingen, Peace, and Foundling Hospital - HWV262-8). After various Amens and Allclujas (HWV 269-277) come the Te Deums &Jubilate (HWV 278-283), and the volume ends with the three hymns to Charles Wesley'swords (HWV 284-6). The Brockes Passion is treated as an oratorio (HWV 48). There areindices of text incipits, instrumental movements, characters, names and places.Baselt includes a considerable amount of detail of differing versions in his listing ofmovements (whose two-stave incipits are generous, with both ritornello and vocalentries). But in view of the lack of a thorough critical edition (and Chrysander'sinconsistency in handling variant movements), it would have been useful to have addedreferences to where the movements listed are printed - if not for all movements, at leastthose not in Chrysander. In Belshazzar, for instance, Chrysander prints only 6c (=Novello9); but 6a & b are in the Macfarren full score (pp. 59 & 490). (The Macfarren score,incidentally, also has a few recits not in Chrysander, while the 1758 insert 'Wise menflatt'ring'. (32a) is in his edition of Judas Maccabaeus, p. 176.) While the listing of alleditions with the thoroughness of the recent Telemann catalogue would greatly augmentthe size of the catalogue and the labour of producing it with little additional value, atleast all full scores and complete vocal scores should have been mentioned. The biblio-graphy for Belshazzar gives references to discussions in the standard Handel books, butomits the edition produced by David Ray Stutzenberger as a University of Marylandthesis (D. M.A. 1980), available through University Microfilms (8117390), which has theclearest statement of the various versions.In any dramatic work of the period which enjoyed long runs or revivals, there is aserious problem in defining what the basic work really is; this is made even more difficult
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with Handel by the existence of his autographs with extensive amounts of music cutbefore the first performance. There is often no definitive version of any opera or oratorio;and it is significant that the scholar who has been most critical of attempts to re-introduce sections in the autograph of Bizet's Carmen which were cut before performance,with Handel takes a different line. Writing on the opening scene of Belshazzar, WintonDean (op. cit. p. 444) states: "After 1745 Handel cut it drastically (he never performed'Lament not thus' at all); to do so today, and ruin the proportions of the oratorio, wouldbe an act of vandalism comparable to a performance of Beethoven's Fifth Symphonywithout the first movement". But is the cataloguer to include as part of the worksomething Handel never performed? In fact, HWV includes that particular aria, withno indication that it was not performed, and even distinguishes two versions - theoriginal da capo one, and the shorter version produced by inserting the B section in themiddle of the A section (as shown in W. Dean's Plate vii); the change to the previous aria,however, probably made at the same time, is not indicated. The catalogue does notclearly distinguish what Handel actually performed, and is not consistent in indicatingwhat is in the autograph either. Each opera and oratorio really needs a thematic list of allthe authentic material, followed by tables of what is in which of the major sources andwhat was performed when. A vast amount of often unpublished research done by peoplelike Winton Dean, Anthony Hicks and Donald Burrows could contribute to such apresentation. Ideally, joint authorship might have been the answer; but that inevitablyleads to delays.This is not, then, a perfect catalogue. It is, however, still immensely useful. For a start,it makes it easier to locate Handel's borrowings, a game now entering a new dimensionwith the discovery of much more extensive borrowings from Telemann than had beenimagined. Baselt's listing of the self-borrowings continues to lack the refinements Isuggested when reviewing vol. 1. But, as in most respects, allowing for the fact that muchinformation that can supplement and correct his work has not yet been published, he isproducing a thorough and useful documentation of Handel's works, setting it out in aneat and convenient manner. All librarians will be grateful for its existence; thoughwhere there is a conflict of information between this and The JV'ew Grove (particularly inits separate Handel reissue), the latter is probably right.

Clifford Bartlett

Benjamin Britten The Turn of the Screw' edited by Patricia Howard (Cambridge OperaHandbooks). Cambridge U.P., 1985. 164pp £22.50 ISBN 0 521 23927 3 (ph 0.95ISBN 0 521 28356 6)
As is normal with this excellent series, the editor has written a substantial part of it, butcalled on expert contributors for particular sections. First comes a chapter on the HenryJames story by Vivien Jones. The editor then discusses the libretto and gives a detailedsynopsis, not without an eye on the music. In the chapter on the music, John Evanswrites on the sketches, the editor covers the overall structures and gives a more detailedanalysis of' the final scene, and Christopher Palmer, asked to write on the orchestraltechnique, does so under the more general term 'colour', making some very interestingpoints. The editor returns to describe the premiere and its reception and subsequentstage history, and concludes by discussing how more recent producers have tackled theproblem that has exercised her throughout: the ambiguity of the story and the extent theambiguities are preserved in the opera.

The issue is, though, not handled clearly. Did Britten believe that the ghosts were, ormight have been, figments of the governess's imagination? If he didn't, then we need toask the further question: should a producer interpret an opera in terms of the sourcelibretto rather than the use made of it by the composer? Britten's Peter Grimes is adifferent person from that of Crabbe's poem; his Captain Vere is different from Melville's.(Similarly, Schoenberg's Moses is different from that of the Book of Exodus.) VivienJones' study of the ambiguities in James' story are interesting background reading; but ifBritten was unaware of them, they are only relevant in as much as they suggest pointsthat may have affected the composer unconsciously. On the other hand, if the composerwere aware of them, but chose to ignore them, that would also be significant.In spite of Jones' arguments, I am not convinced that James is offering two storiesquite as clearly as this chapter seems to suggest. One hardly expects James to write astraightforward ghost story. But what is the motive of the prologue if not to lead us toexpect one? The critical reader gradually becomes suspicious that it might not be oneafter all, but the end seems to clinch that it really was: can anyone really believe thatMiles dies under the governess's questioning? That is the twist to the story: the attentivereader prides himself on his ability to see through the narrator, only to be caught outwhen her story turns out to be true after all!The editor's survey of the plot of the opera carefully tries to keep both interpretationsopen. But as a musicologist there are two ways in which she should consider the problem.There are many people still around who were involved in the original production:Myfanwy and John Piper, Basil Coleman, Peter Pears, even David Hemmings (hissubsequent career, incidentally, might have been mentioned in passing on p. 127 for thebenefit of readers who don't know that the adult actor was once a boy singer). There areoccasional references to testimony from such people, but no sign of a systematic oralhistory project to try to pin down what was thought at the time. (This would need to beconducted with care, since I suspect that some comments from such people have beenmade in the light of more recent productions.) Then, the score, with its detailed stagedirections, needs to be carefully examined. I can see little evidence therein to sustain the'mad governess' theory. The section I, 5 where Mrs Grose identifies Peter Quint showsher absolutely behind the Governess, and the power of her "Dear God, is there no end tohis dreadful ways?" makes a considerable impact in the theatre. Only once later is herattitude different: in II, 7 she does not see Miss Jessel across the lake, in spite of theGoverness pointing her out. This could be a stumbling block had it been prepared, butby this stage of the opera we have accepted the reality of the ghosts, and merely seekexplanations - either that Mrs Grose is comforting Flora or that the ghosts can only beseen by those they want to see them - not an impossible occurrence for such apparitions.In the final scene, however, the stage directions make it quite clear that Miles is aware ofQuint: Quint sings "unseen", and Miles, hearing him, "looks desperately around, butcannot see Quint".Britten's opera assumes the reality of the ghosts (though he does, of course, invest themwith a significance which makes the opera more than just a ghost story). This is hardlysurprising: a parable on the corruption of innocence and the power of evil accords muchmore with his known preoccupations than a psychological study of a neurotic governess,even though some producers have preferred the latter. In fact, one of the leading 'madgoverness' .producers states clearly (p. 141) "it was evident from the stage directions inthe vocal score and the first production that we were meant to accept the ghosts as beingreal." The consequential general question of the value of productions which disregardthe composer's intent is not argued; it relates closely to the concept of authenticity,which is just being taken seriously in staging baroque opera, but not for later works.
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I have discussed this point at greater length than a review here might warrant. Thiscan be taken to testify that the book made me think about the opera, and reconsider thescore. With its careful construction, it is one that cries out for analysis: I would haveappreciated more of that and less on the ambiguities. Despite my disagreements, this is avaluable study: but reader, be critical!

Clifford Bartlett
* *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

In a unique publishing agreement between publisher and retailer, OxfordUniversity Press has responded to Blackwell's invitation to publish asubscription set of some 25 scores in study score format. These scores aretaken from the hire library catalogue of O.U.P, representing bothcontemporary and classic 20th-century works which with one exceptionhave not previously been available for sale.
The first scores have just been released and comprise four works by MartinButler, five works by Anthony Powers and one by Alan Rawsthorne. Theremaining scores - works by Gerald Barry, Richard Blackford, GordonCrosse, Edward Harper, Robert Sherlaw Johnson, Constant Lambert,William Mathias and R. Vaughan Williams - will be issued later in theyear. They are available as a special subscription set of 25 works, and theprice for the first eleven issues is £96.50.
These scores will only be available from Blackwell's Music Mail Orderdepartment and the retail showroom of Oxford University Press.
Orders and enquiries regarding subscriptions should be sent to Alan Pope.

BLACKWELL'S MUSIC MAIL ORDER38 HOLYWELL STREET, OXFORDTel. 0865 244944 ext. 294

IN BRIEF
By Clifford  Bartlett unless otherwise indicated
Music publishing, copyright and piracy in VictorianEngland gathered by James Coover. Mansell,1985. 169pp £30.00 ISBN 0 7201 1749 6
Beginning at 1881, the foundation of the MusicPublishers' Association, and continuing untilthe major copyright act of 1906 (whose import-ance is generally forgotten because of thesubsequent legislation of 1911), Coover hasabstracted the reports and articles on businessmatters from the Musical Opinion & Music TradeReview, supplementing them from elsewhere,particularly the London and Provincial MusicTrades Review and the minute book of the MPA.Many of the preoccupations, despite the differ-ences in technology, are familiar: copying (butthen manuscript, not photocopying), piracy(then of sheet songs, not cassette or video) andeven publication by the MPA of a Catalogue ofall Musical Compositions Published in Great Britain,though that was of new issues, not a cumulationof stock catalogues, and only lasted for 5 instal-ments (published in the Musical Times in 1884-5).International copyright was of particular concern,especially the problems of the U.S.A., andrevision of the UK Copyright law. Apart fromgrouses from retailers (who seem not to havereceived proper support from the publishers),we see matters from the publishers' viewpoint.A little reading between the lines, however,does suggest that they were operating some quitecosy restrictive practises. In the 1890s, forinstance, songs seem to have sold at between1/6 and 2/- each, yet in 1893 Novello couldoffer the 67-page vocal score of Elgar's TheBlack Knight at 2/-. Even though the scalediffered (Elgar received 2d per copy on salesbeyond 500, while many sheet songs seem tohave been produced in editions as small as 200),it does suggest that most publishers worked at apretty low level of efficiency or else madeexorbitant profits. The amount of music issuedwas enormous; an estimate for 1898 gives 40,000new titles a year, while another figure suggested20 million copies (excluding pirated ones).Coovcr provides useful annotations (sensiblyprinted in the handsomely wide margins, notburied at the end of the book) and there is athorough index (though beware: individualworks appear under title, not composer). Oneof the curious items mentioned, indexed under,

Suckling, Hours for, was a bill in 1901, one ofwhose provisions would "make it an offence fora mother to suckle her babe after 7.45 in theevening"! I found the book fascinating.
Elizabeth Forbes Mario and Grisi: a biography.Gollancz, 1985. 225pp £14.95 ISBN 0 57503606 0
"He was the greatest tenor that ever existed"wrote Queen Victoria on the death of GiovanniMario in 1883; she was interested in his partnertoo, and her drawing of Grisi is reproducedhere. There is much interesting detail on operaticlife in Paris, London and elsewhere, but thesomewhat repetitive nature of the couple'sprofessional life tests the reader's patience:perhaps the details of what they sung wherecould have been listed in an appendix in fullrather than dragged into the text.
Ian Copley George Butterworth and his music: acentennial tribute. Thames, [1985]. 72pp £5.50ISBN 0 905210 29 8
Butterworth was born on July 12 1885; he hasnot, however, needed an anniversary to rescuehis music from oblivion, small in quantitythough it be, since the Housman songs and thethree orchestral pieces (especially A ShropshireLad) are still performed. Copley's tribute ischiefly devoted to the composer's own accountof his wartime experiences, as recorded in hisletters. There is some mention of his folk collect-ing and a list of works, but only a couple of pageson the music: not enough to justify shelving thebook in the 780s. I would have preferred moreon the music, while his war letters deservepublication complete and more accessibly thanthe privately-printed family publications.
Mosco Carner Giacomo Puccini 'Tosco' (Cam-bridge Opera Handbooks). Cambridge UP.,1985. 165pp £22.50 ISBN 0 521 22824 7 (pb.£7.95 ISBN 0 521 29661 7)
Mosco Carner, who sadly died a month beforethis was published, was the author of one of thestandard English-language books on Puccini(the other, incidentally, by William Ashbrookhas recently been reissued by Oxford U.P.). Heprovides a thorough account of the opera, withmuch background information, showing theskill with which the opera was created from
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Sardou's play. There are remarks from TitoGobbi on performance, and an analysis of Act Iby Roger Parker. It is presumably because thepublisher hopes to sell more copies to the U.S.A.that there is a chapter on American perform-ances. Joseph Kerman's famous anti-Toscaremarks are quoted at length: it's a pity he wasnot prepared to contribute to the book, since afuller statement of the reasons why Tosca, despiteits popular success, is still regarded equivocallyin some quarters would have contributed to aclearer identification of the nature of Puccini'sachievement.
Mendelssohn and Schumann: essays on their music andits context edited by Jon W. Finson & R. LarryTodd. Durham, N.C.: Duke U.P., 1984. 189pp£32.50 ISBN 0 8223 0569 0
There are 10 essays, disappointingly only oneactually linking the two composers whose pathscrossed so much: Leon Plantinga on Schumann'scritical reaction to Mendelssohn. But there areinteresting individual contributions: Roesneron the sources of the Davidsbandlertenze, Krum-macher's account of the autographs of Mendel-ssohn's posthumous chamber music (theiremergence in Krakow shows that the composerhad abandoned the quintet op. 87, but that thequartet op. 80 is a finished work), Finsonon Schumann and Shakespeare and Todd onMendelssohn's Ossianic manner. There ismuch to be said for producing articles in afairly coherent and indexed book instead ofscattering them across a variety of periodicals.
F. Alberto Gallo Music of ihe Middle Ages II trans-lated by Karen Eales. Cambridge U.P., 1985.159pp £22.50 ISBN 0 521 23049 7 (pb. £8.95ISBN 0 521 28483 X)
This is the third of the four out of 12 volumes inthe Storia della Musica series whch CUP willpublish in English. Originally issued in 1977,the bibliography has been updated. Consideringthat the main text only runs to just over a hun-dred pages, a surprising amount of ground iscovered in some detail. Monophonic music hasbeen covered by Cattin in vol. I; this takes usfrom Notre Dame to the mid 15th century.There are certain features which characterisethis as an Italian product, most notably theinterest in the texts. The under-representationof English music counterbalances British writ-

ings on the period! The index could usefullyhave included the manuscripts mentioned.
Delbert A. Dale Trumpet technique. Secondedition. Oxford U.P., 1985. 102pp £4.95 pb.ISBN 0 19 322128 4
Frederick Thurston Clarinet technique. Fourthedition. Oxford U.P., 1985. 107pp £4.95 pb.ISBN 0 19 322364 3
Dennis Wick Trombone technique. Second edition.Oxford U.P., 1984. 133pp £4.95 Pb. ISBN 019322378 3
Originally published in 1965, 1956 and 1971respectively, it is excellent that these handylittle books have been updated and are stillquite cheap. The clarinet volume is of quitemixed authorship: it first appeared three yearsafter Thurston's death, so Thea King's contri-butions may well have been quite substantialfrom the start; she has been responsible forsubsequent editions. Alan Hacker contributesthe chapter on 20th century music, and GeorginaDobree the 50-page repertoire list, which is, notsurprisingly, considerably more extensive thanin the other volumes. Only Wick makes anymention of the revival of the earlier forms of hisinstrument; Dale's list of what instruments heand Philip Jones would use for various standardorchestral works doesn't allow for the possibilitythat the choice might not always be merely oneof convenience to the player.
Timothy J. McGee Medieval and renaissance music:a performers' guide. Toronto U.P., 1985. 273pp£20.00 ISBN 0 8020 2531 5
This is an attempt to explain to the performerhow to approach music before, roughly, 1600.The period is in some respects too wide for aunified approach, yet the strengths of the bookcome from McGee's ability to survey the pro-blems broadly and offer much general goodadvice, making clear both the changes and thesimilarities over the four centuries he covers.The emphasis is perhaps a little too much oninstruments - the present, probably correct,tendency is to use voices more and instrumentsless than a few years ago - and the omission ofchant is regrettable. It should be read critically:but amateur enthusiasts in particular will findmuch of value here, and serious students maywell benefit from being forced to think about a

range of music wider than that with which theymay be specifically concerned.
Leopold Mozart A treatise on the fundamentalprinciples of violin playing translated by EdithaKnocker. Second edition. Oxford U.P., 1985.235pp £11.95 pb. ISBN 0 19 318513 X
This is still the most valuable introduction toearly violin technique, even if players are nowmore critical about the extent of the repertoirefor which it is appropriate. This welcome paper-back reprint includes an additional 4 pages byAlec Hyatt King.

Edwin M. Good The Eddy collection of musicalinstruments: a checklist. Berkeley: Fallen LeafPress, 1985. 91pp $19.95 ISBN 0 914913 026
Ruth and G. Norman Eddy live in CambridgeMass. in a house filled with instruments (thiscatalogue lists 411) dating from the 18th cen-tury onwards. Good's list is classified by instru-ment type, giving maker, material, number ofkeys or system and date - not a full description,but enough to tell the researcher whether aninstrument is likely to interest him. NormanEddy also produces documentary oil paintingsof his instruments, and these too are listed.There are two lists of makers, one alphabetical,the other geographical.

Bruno Monsaingeon Mademoiselle: conversationswith Nadia Boulanger, translated by RobynMarsack. Carcanet, 1985. 141pp £6.95 ISBN0 85635 603 4
This begins with an author's note saying "Theseconversations with Nadia Boulanger obviouslynever took place". His qualifications of thatdisarming statement, however, still leave thereader not knowing whether any particularphrase was or was not said by her. The resultgives a picture of the great teacher whichaccords with that familiar from other reminisc-ences and interviews, so is fascinating to read:but it cannot be quoted, since who knows whenthe quotation is Boulanger or Monsaingeon? Withthe tributes included by Bernstein, Berkeley,Doda Conrad (a singer in the famous 1930sMonteverdi performances), Cuenod, Mcnuhin,Pcrahia, Schaeffer and Valery there is no suchproblem.

W. A. Mozart The six 'Haydn' string quartets:facsimile of the autograph manuscripts ... with anintroduction by Alan Tyson. The British Library,1985. 148pp. £75.00 ISBN 0 7123 0051 1
This beautiful publication deserves the widestpossible circulation, if only to dispel the mythof the perfection of Mozart's manuscripts. Onedoes get the sense of a composer at work here,even though alterations are comparatively few.The introduction gives full details of the make-up of the manuscripts and the paper. Since theuser will need to compare the facsimile withmodern editions to study the revisions Mozartmade for publication, it would have been usefulif the number of the first bar on each page hadbeen discreetly added at the foot of the pagewith the printed foliation. I hope libraries whobuy it will not restrict it to their reading rooms:far better encourage users to borrow it with aset of records.

Ernst Bloch Essays on the philosophy of music trans-lated by Peter Palmer with an introduction byDavid Drew. Cambridge U.P., 1985. 250pp£27.50 ISBN 0 521 24873 6 (pb. ( 10.95 ISBN0 521 31213 2)
Bloch is much less well-known here than Adornoor Lukacs, so a volume of translations is welcome.The main substance comprises extensive extractsfrom Geist der Utopie (1918, rev. 1923) and DasPrinzip Hoffnung (1959); but only three of theother essays in the German anthology Zur Philo-sophic der Musik (1974) are included. There is acontradiction between Bloch's rejection of theimportance of musical history and musical taste,which is so dated that any ideas founded on itmust be chiefly of historical interest. Whetherabsolute truth (in history or philosophy) is arelevant ideal to our historico-relativistic cultureis debatable; but this usefully makes availablefor the English reader one strand of Germanicmusical aesthetics.

The new Monteverdi companion edited by DenisArnold and Nigel Fortune. Faber and Faber,1985. 361pp £17.50 ISBN 0 571 13148 4 (pb.£10.00 ISBN 0 571 13357 6)
This has considerably changed since its parentwas published 17 years ago. Then, its mostvaluable section was the extensive selection ofMonteverdi's letters; with Denis Stevens' com-
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plete edition, this section (taken from thatversion) is less important: probably more usefulfor private buyers of the paper back than forlibraries, which should have the complete vol-ume. The sections on 'the musical environment'and 'thinker and musician' are virtually un-changed, except that Denis Stevens' chapter onBook VIII (available elsewhere anyway) isreplaced by a new chapter by John Whenhamon the later madrigals and madrigal books.The rest of the book is new: two good, but verydifferent, chapters on the Mantuan stage works(lain Fenlon) and the Venetian operas (JaneGlover), and a brief survey of performingpractice by Denis Arnold. There is a thoroughbibliography and index.

Malcolm S. Cole and Barbara Barclay Armseel-chen: the life and music of Eric Zeisl. GreenwoodPress, 1984. 441pp £35.00 ISBN 0 313 23800 6
Zeisl (1905-59), an Austrian Jew who, after 5years' wandering, settled in Los Angeles in1944, is very little known: New Grove devoteshalf a column to him, as does Baker. This bookis part biography, part study of the music, witha 150-page thematic catalogue whose incipitsare thorough enough to give some idea of thestyle of the music. It is eminently sensible thatcomposers be thoroughly documented whiletheir papers and manuscripts are still available(fortunately, in Zeisl's case they have been kepttogether, mostly at UCLA), and family (in thiscase, a widow) is still around to fill in details.The title of the book is that of Z,eisl's first pub-lished song.

Elliott Antokoletz The music of Bela Bartok: astudy of tonality and progression in twentieth-centurymusic. University of California Press, 1984.342pp £35.50 ISBN 0 520 04604 8
The author's previous publications have beenon the 14 Bagatelles and the 4th string quartet,which dominate the discUssion here. They areused to study how Bartok constructed a musicallanguage, with less publicity than Schoenbergbut in no less intellectual a manner; we canthen see more clearly how whole movementsand works are put together. An important, ifvirtually unreadable book, with insights whichcomplement Lendvai's golden section approach.

The Cambridge music guide edited by StanleySadie with Alison Latham. Cambridge U.P.,1985. 544pp L'15.00 ISBN 0 521 25946 0
In some ways, this resembles Daniell T. Polit-oske's Music (see Brio 21/2 p. 78), though thisis more thorough, contains more information,and is better laid-out. After introductory chap-ters on elements, instruments and structures,there is a chronological survey of Westernmusic, interrupted by sections on particularpieces which the reader can hear on record (thetext of the book seems to imply a companion setof records, but no details are supplied in theaccompanying publicity). A final section byWilfrid Mellers covers traditions of mostlyAmerican popular music. Omission of non-Western music is sensible, though more mighthave been said on Western folk traditions. Ingeneral, this is a good presentation of musicalhistory; but it seems to have been produced tooquickly. On nearly every page I found a dis-torted emphasis, sometimes a mistake, that amore thorough reading would surely haveeliminated. The pictures are excellent, butcould have been more closely integrated; why,for instance, a facsimile and picture of Gherar-dello da Firenze, with a reference to a discussionof Landini? Surely it would have been possibleto change either the illustration or the workdiscussed so that they were the same.
Joann Skowronski Aaron Copland: a bio-biblio-graph), (Bio-bibliographies in Music, 2). Green-wood Press, 1985. 273pp £35.00 ISBN 0 31324091 4
The 'bio' section is short - 5 pages, followed bya chronological list of works giving date ofpremiere, timing, dedication and publisher,but not detailed scorings nor the actual datespieces were composed. A discography lists 376items alphabetically under the title of eachwork; the inclusion after the title of its numberin the work listing would have been useful. Thebibliographical section, containing 1192 items,most of whose contents are usefully described,is divided into writings by Copland and writingsabout him. I find it odd that, in a listingarranged alphabetically by author, anonymouspress articles appear under the title of theirheadline: who ever remembers them? Entryunder the name of the paper, or in a separatechronological sequence might have been moreuseful. But there is a thorough index, so it

doesn't matter too much. Other composers tobe covered in this promising series are TheaMusgrave and Samuel Barber.

Janell R. Duxbury Rockin' the classics and classic-izin' the rock: a selectively annotated discography.Greenwood Press, 1985. 188pp £29.95 ISBN0 313 24605 X
This has two main sequences, rock versions of'classical' music and classical-style arrange-ments of rock music; further shorter sequenceslist rock groups recorded with classical orches-tras and choirs, groups that have performedthus (even if not recorded), rock music simulat-ing a baroque or classical sound or structure(note the changed meaning of 'classical'), androck music influences on classical music. Someclassifications merge into others, but there is athorough index, which brings together entriesfor e.g. The Beatles using classical instruments,their parody of classical works (the relationshipbetween Because and the Moonlight Sonata isprecisely specified) and Beatle music arrangedby Rifkin, Spiegel and many others (includinganonymously for the 8 cellos of the Berlin Phil-harmonic). They are the group most prominenthere. The annotations give information onchart success and details of how the styles areinterrelated. Definition of rock is not attempted.This will be a most useful reference book.

American vocal chamber music, 1945-1980: an anno-tated bibliography compiled by Patricia Lust.Greenwood Press, 1985. 273pp £35.00 ISBN0 313 24599 1
544 pieces are included. Entries list composer,title, publisher, author of text, instrumentation,timing, first performance, commissioner anddedication, though apparently only when theinformation is in the score; no editorial timingsarc given. A couple of late Stravinsky pieces arecounted as American, but not Schoenberg'sOde to Napoleon. The annotations tell the pro-spective performer about peculiarities of notationand technical problems, mostly from the singer'spoint of view - but no value judgments! Appen-dices list the contents by instrumentation andnumbers of performers.

The Royal Society of Musicians of Great Britain:List of members 1738-1984 compiled by BettyMatthews. The Society, 1985. 253pp £14.00ISBN 0 9509481 1 X
The Royal Society of Musicians is probablyfamiliar to most of us as Britain's oldest musicalcharity which has been active for the last twoand a half centuries in helping professionalmusicians and their families in sickness and oldage. Its archives have, hitherto, been completelyunexplored and on the 250th anniversary of theSociety's birth appears a publication designedto rectify this state of affairs. Entitled 'List ofMembers 1738-1984', the bulk of this publi-cation comprises the names of its members inboth alphabetical and chronological sequence.The alphabetical sequence provided dates ofbirth and death when known. One of the threeproposers of a suggested member was obligedto provide a thumbnail sketch of the musicianconcerned, and these appear even with the alltoo frequent added observation that he was"expelled for non-payment". (Such revelationsare naturally confined to the 18th and 19thcenturies.) This publication provides an illumi-nating insight into the identities of the musiciansof the period. The famous rub shoulders withthe obscure, and if it's the obscure that interestyou, this book may become indispensable to theshelves of an academic library.

Patrick Mills

MUSIK-BIBLIOTHEK DER STADT LEIPZIG
After the recent IAML conference in Berlin mywife and I spent a kw days in Leipzig. Whilethere we visited the Musik-Bibliothek der StadtLeipzig and saw something of its outstandingcollections. The library has an excellent series ofits own publications, which it does not sell butsupplies to other libraries on an exchange basis.Nine publications appeared in the period 1960-1982 (of which I can happily provide details),and the library is keen to arrange exchangeswhich will allow it to receive important butlesser-known reference works from the U.K.The address is:Musik-Bibliothek der Stadt LeipzigDDR -7010 LEIPZIGFerdinand-Lassalle-Strasse 21Germany (DDR)

John May
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New Music Books from OxfordBaker's Biographical Dictionaryof MusiciansSeventh EditionEdited and with new Preface by Nicolas SlonimskySince 1900 Baker's has become the classic dictionary of musical biography. Thisedition, compiled by the world's leading musical lexicographer, now containsapproximately 13,000 biographies, of which 1000 are entirely new, and eightyper cent of those previously included have been revised and updated.From Ancient Greece to the present Baker's covers composers, conductors,singers, instrumental virtuosos, instrument makers, musicologists, librettists, andmany others, providing accurate and authoritative biographical information aswell as extensive bibliographies and work lists throughout.£95.00 until 31 December 1985: £125 thereafter, 2620 pages, 0 19 311335 X
The Beethoven SketchbooksHistory, Reconstruction, InventoryDouglas Johnson, Alan Tyson, Robert WinderThis book satisfies the need of Beethoven scholars for a comprehensivedescription of Beethoven's sketchbooks. It gives detailed accounts of individualdesk and pocket sketchbooks; each account follows the same basic plan:provenance of the manuscript, problems of reconstruction, chronology, contents,and structural chart.£60.00, Clarendon Press, 0 19 315313 0 F o r t h c o m i n g
Beethoven: The Last Decade1817-1827Martin CooperIn this corrected reprint Martin Cooper gives a clear account of this importantyet paradoxical period. The book is in two parts: the first is biographical, thesecond is an analytical account of the music.'It is difficult to imagine the most experienced music-lover not finding hisadmiration for Beethoven given greater weight by this book.' Sunday Telegraph£9.95 Paper covers, 0 19 315321 1
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Geometry, Proportion, and the Artof LutherieKevin CoatesA study of the use and aesthetic significance of geometry and numericalproportion in the design of European bowed and plucked stringed instrumentsin the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.£40.00, Clarendon Press, 0 19 816139 5

Oxford University Press

BBCConcertsHandbook1985/6
contains details of more than 300 concertsthroughout the UK
El All BBC public concerts and recital series for thewhole 85/6 season (except the Proms)
0 Invitation Concerts with free admission
El BBC orchestras' guest appearances and foreigntours
LI Indexes of works and artists
On sale at the Royal Albert Hall, Royal FestivalHall and BBC Bookshops, price ir.5o. On sale bypost from BBC Publications, PO Box 234, LondonSEI 3TH, price £2.40 in the UK (£2.74 overseas)
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SQUIRES GATE MUSIC CENTREThe finest library supply service in the world for recorded music
Our Supply Service for LPs and Cassettes is the finest there is, with regulardiscounts of 20% on list price. All LPs are inspected and supplied in polythenelined inners. We can provide protective outer Transleeves (details on request).Regular monthly mailings offer advice on new issues. Regular special offersbring even higher discount on selected areas of repertoire.
ANNOUNCING: The LPRL Compact Disc Display Rack. Our attractive, newlydesigned Compact Disc Display Rack will hold over 100 CDs, facing the borrower,overlapping horizontally, but still showing full details of the music. It is sturdy, veryreasonably priced and can either fit on a wall (£100 + VAT) or stand free on robustlegs (£125 + VAT). Packing & Carriage (by Courier) extra. Available in wood grainor plastic white finish. Send for illustrated leaflet.
The LPRL Record Carrying Bag is attractive, robust and cheap. (13p + VAT andcarriage.) Sample on request.
The LPRL Cassette Display Rack is robust and designed to hold about 180cassettes in a wall space of 4' X 2'. (Details on request).
THE LONG PLAYING RECORD LIBRARY LIMITEDSQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, LANCS FY8 2SPTelephone: 0253 44360

BURNETT & SIMEONELTD
Antiquarian and SecondhandMusic

Catalogues issued. Please write if you wouldlike to be on our mailing list.
Visitors are welcome, but it is essentialto make an appointment.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

138 Stephens Road,Tunbridge Wells,KENT TN4 9QA.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells (0892) 37464
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New, Secondhand and Antiquarian

BOOKSELLERS
Specialists in Books on Music, Musicians

and related subjects.
Suppliers of Out-of-Print Music and Books

to the musical profession.

Arundell House, Tisbuliy, Salisbury SP3 6QU, England
Telephone 0747-870333
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The

Cramer's Music Library Service
is specially tailored to meet your needs.
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*  Abil i ty to obtain any music in print *
*  A  special Music Binding service *

*  A  showroom at which librarians are welcome *
*  Regular Bulletin describing new music publications and *

basic repertoire lists covering all aspects of music
*  Special library discount *

It is these factors which have helped maintain Cramers as the
major Music Library suppliers since 1929

For further information, please contact Maureen Holder or Peter Maxwell at:

7t4/111-'̀ J .  B. Cramer & Co. Ltd.,
99 St Martin's Lane, London WC2N 4AZ
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